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the village of konoha is primarily located within the hidden leaf village forest of the south and the top of mount myōboku. the village is located deep within a forest at the base of a mountain which has the faces of all those who have taken the office of hokage engraved on it, called
the hokage rock. [1] it is surrounded on all sides by immense walls. [2] it is divided into eleven districts, known as the and each is led by a leader. the village is led by hokage naruto uzumaki, kakashi hatake, and sasuke uchiha. konohagakure's very existence was revealed to the

world when the village's sixth hokage, minato namikaze, and his wife, kushina uzumaki, were believed killed during a battle with the remaining four villages and the akatsuki, which had attacked them. in truth, the two had been spared, and the attack was staged by the peace-loving
and well-disciplined minato namikaze's brother, hokage uchiha. minato namikaze and kushina uzumaki fled to konoha to escape the clutches of the akatsuki. uchiha and his team of genin began secretly looking for minato namikaze and kushina uzumaki, while the rest of konoha
searched for uchiha to find out what had happened. uzumaki's team found konoha in distress, with the village's ninjas missing and the village itself placed under siege. however, before they could leave to look for minato namikaze and kushina uzumaki, they encountered sasuke
uchiha and his team, who, at the time, were under the command of gaara and sandaime hokage hashirama senju. the two teams became acquainted, but when sasuke and gaara teamed up to fight an oni who had been turned into a seal, hokage uchiha was compelled to make a

hasty retreat.
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among the books translated by tadamasa, the hagakure (or the mystery of thehidden blade) is the most remarkable. it is based on a collection ofcomposed by tadamasa himself, with "spiritual" or "meditation"-like brief passages prefixed to them. it is written in japanese, much as musashi'sthe art of war is in chinese. tadamasa believed
that each brief passagewas a kind of pointer that enabled the reader to meditate on thesubjects presented in the main text. he believed that the secret liesin this meditative process, and his translation of the hagakure servesas a compilation of these brief, meditative passages, oftensuggesting different possibilities of meanings for the
main textbased on the meditative passages. in this manner, he added verypowerful instruction for his contemporaries, a cultural contribution,while simultaneously serving as a guide for later scholars. thismost remarkable aspect of his work is not recognized readily by englishreaders, however, due to the unusual translation style, which

isdistinctive and cannot be conveyed to them by way of translation. ok, now that we know what the different approaches mean, let see how to use them. again, a manual would be too long, but now it is time to turn to the auto generation of keyword lists. take a look at the example below: follow the instructions in the wizard and generate a
new set of keywords that you can then use to set up an account. this is the only step that can be performed manually, the rest of the work is automated. more than the list of keywords, the way in which they are structured is the most important factor. i think that the time to start playing with skags will pass over the day, but now its time

to learn how to use hagakure. we have already learned that the key is not what the ad group is; it is the process, so for this example we will learn how to use this keyword generator to create and deliver creative that will produce really good results. from the google adwords help: 5ec8ef588b
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